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Introduction
The large volume of data gathered continuously from different systems has created challenges to interpret such data in order to anticipate the breakdowns. Most large industries have specialized engineers whom are skilled in the use of high technology maintenance equipment and have earned special certification in the field of maintenance. Nevertheless, it is still hard to take immediate decisions and predict the system failure. The need of computer systems that constantly record and analyze data to predict the RUL of critical components is particularly important for facilitating maintenance decisions.
In general, maintenance involves performing routine actions to obtain optimal availability of industrial systems [1] . Maintenance routines can be broadly categorized into two main types, namely, corrective and preventive maintenance [2] . In corrective maintenance, the interventions are performed only when the critical component is fully worn out and failure occurred. Preventive maintenance can be further divided into two main approaches, namely, time-based maintenance and condition based maintenance (CBM). In timebased maintenance, the interventions are placed according to periodic intervals regardless of the assets' health condition and thus the service life of the critical components is not fully utilized [3] . Condition based maintenance uses machine run-time data to assess the critical component's state and schedule required maintenance actions prior to breakdown [4] . Furthermore, predictive maintenance utilizes the current health status of a given critical component to predict its future condition and plan maintenance actions. Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) [5] is a process which links degradation modeling research to predictive maintenance policies.
Prognostics and health management consists of four main modules: fault detection, fault diagnostics, fault prognostics and decision making [6] . Fault detection can be defined as the process of recognizing that a problem has occurred regardless of the root cause [7] . Fault diagnostics is the process of identifying the faults and their causes [8] . Fault prognostics can be defined as the prediction of when a failure might take place [9] . Finally, decision making step uses all the information gathered about the monitored system status to choose the optimal maintenance actions [10] . Among other routines, prognostics have recently attracted significant research interest due to the need of models for accurate RUL prediction for different applications.
RUL prediction of critical components is a non-trivial task for many reasons. Sensor signals, for instance, are usually obscured by noise and thus it is very challenging to process and to extract informative representation of the RUL [11] . Another problem is the prediction uncertainty due to the variation of the end of life time that can differ for two components made by the same manufacturer and operating under the same conditions. Therefore, proposed models should include such uncertainties and represent them in a probabilistic form [12, 13] .
RUL prediction models can be realized using two different methods, namely, physics based and data-driven methods [14] . Physics based methods build physical models of the desired critical components by the means of state-space models [15] and dynamic ordinary or partial differential equations [16] . These models require extensive experimentation and model verification [17] . However, these models are very reliable at least until the system is upgraded or changed [18] . Data-driven methods can be used when the first principles of the system operation are complex such that developing an accurate physics of failure model is not feasible [19, 20] . Such methods employ pattern recognition and machine learning techniques to characterize the desired critical components' degradation behavior [21] . One way to do data-driven RUL prediction is by first estimating the current health status of the desired component and when the degradation exceeds the alarm threshold, the algorithms start predicting the RUL [39] [40] [41] . Different regression models have been proposed in the literature to deal with data-driven RUL prediction problem such as the auto regressive model and the multivariate adaptive regression splines [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . A drawback of using regression methods is that when available component degradation history is incomplete the extrapolation may lead to large errors [42] . There have been more interests lately on various types of neural networks and neural-fuzzy systems [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . However, these methods generate black box models and it is difficult to select the structure of the network [43] . Similaritybased methods are shown to be very effective in performing RUL prediction. A similarity-based method based on linear regression to construct offline degradation models is proposed in [42] . The method measures the similarity between test instance and offline models and the selected offline instance is used for RUL prediction. The RUL probability density of the test instance is estimated from the multiple local predictions using the kernel density estimation method. The main problem with this method is the manual selection of the informative sensor data. Another similarity-based method that utilizes k-NN and belief function theory to estimate the health and from that deduce the RUL of turbofan engines is proposed in [43] . The authors manually annotate the health status of the offline data sets and then the method predicts the RUL when the degradation level reaches a predefined alarm threshold.
Alternatively, instead of learning the degradation from the data and predict the RUL; direct RUL prediction algorithms learn the relation between the sensor data and the end of life to predict the RUL. To do this, health indicators are extracted from the raw monitoring signals, which may have originated from single sensor or from a number of sensors aggregated to represent the degradation evolution over time. Although this type of RUL prediction is relatively easy to implement, there are few published examples in the literature [44] .
In this work, direct RUL prediction method is presented. The aim of this work is to model the relation between sensor data and end of life to predict the RUL without the need for predefined alarm threshold. The method builds on extracting health indicators from the training data, which are used as reference models. For new data, the method finds in the database the most similar signal to be used as a RUL predictor. The method then estimates the new signal's health status using a Bayesian approach.
The assumptions taken in this work can be summarized as follows:
1. The method can only be applied to critical components, which are already identified by the system expert. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed method. The experimental set-up and the simulation results are depicted in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
2 Data-driven prognostic method based on Bayesian approaches for direct remaining useful life prediction Measurements observed from monitored components are usually noisy multidimensional time series signals. Thus, it is essential in the offline phase to first extract information that represents the degradation evolution over time.
The relation between the extracted information and the end of life should be modeled to predict the RUL. To do this, the proposed method selects interesting sensor signals and builds health indicators that are used as offline models. In the online phase, the method estimates the current status from the unseen online data, using only the sensors selected on the offline phase, and predicts the RUL by measuring the similarity to the offline data. The method is summarized in Figure 1 and explained hereafter.
Offline phase
In order to build offline reference models, representative features should be extracted from the training data. Those features are later labeled with the end of life time and saved in the database. To do that, a trend construction method is applied [45] . The method builds on two main steps, namely, variable selection and health indicator construction. 
Variable selection
Not all signals from the monitored component are informative. Signals that have non-random relationships contain information about the system degradation. To select such signals, an unsupervised variable selection algorithm based on information theory is applied [46] . The algorithm first calculates pairwise symmetrical uncertainty (SU ), as depicted in Figure 2a , for all the input signals:
where, I(X, Y ) is the mutual information between two random variables X and Y ; H(X) and H(Y ) are information entropy values of the random variables X and Y , respectively. Then, the algorithm groups the variables based on the SU distance using hierarchical clustering shown in Figure 2b . The algorithm finally ranks the resulting clusters according to the quality of the included signals in representing interesting relationships using normalized self-organizing map distortion measure. A cluster gets low rank if it contains random signals. On the other hand, a cluster gets high rank if it contains signals that exhibit nonrandom relationship and those signals will be used for later processing.
Health indicator construction
The following task, after selecting the interesting variables from the initial monitoring raw signals, is to extract smooth monotonic signals, which are correlated with the component's end of life. These monotonic signals are later processed to extract representative features over the time, which can be used as health indicators and are saved in the database as reference models. To do this, three processing steps, namely variable compression, trend extraction and feature extraction, are applied to the selected variables.
Variable compression:
The goal of this step is to compress the n signals selected in the previous step onto one-dimensional space. From each cycle, the selected variables are compressed using standard principal component analysis (PCA) method. The first principle component retains the maximum variance while reducing the dimensionality to one dimension. Therefore, only the first principle component is used to represent the health status evolution with respect to time.
Trend extraction: The compressed variables are then further processed at each cycle to get monotonic trends that can represent the variation of end of life using empirical mode decomposition algorithm (EMD) [47] . EMD is a method employed to decompose a signal into successive intrinsic mode functions (IMF) and a residual signal r n (t), which should be a constant or monotonic signal that can be represented as:
where, X(t) is the input signal, imf i is the IMF and n is the maximum number of IMFs. The generated residual can represent the relation between the generated trends and end of life time. For example, Figure 3a shows an acceleration signal acquired from a degraded bearing that was worn out after around 9 hours and Figure 3b shows a non-degraded bearing were the experiment stopped at the same time of the degraded bearing [48] . EMD was applied to both of the two signals and the resulting residuals are shown in Figure 3c . The experiments show that the residual of the degraded component was a monotonic signal while the non-degraded component generated almost a constant residual.
Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length Feature extraction: So far, trends are extracted from the compressed variables. These trends should be used to build an offline model, which can be used to classify new online data. In order to make the classification task more efficient, discriminant features should be extracted from acquired trends. Different approaches have been proposed for extracting features such as mean, variance, multi-exponential function, curve fitting, discrete wavelet transform and discrete Fourier transform [49] . However, selecting appropriate features is mainly problem specific. Recalling Figure 3c , the slope of the trend can be a discriminant characteristic of the trend. A trend with more RUL tends to have smaller slope and vice versa. The y-intercept of the curve fit shows the beginning value of the extracted trend, which also can be a discriminant feature. Another discriminant feature for this problem is the mean of the extracted trend. Every data value in the trend contributes to the mean value, and the change of the data over time will affect the mean value. Finally, the variance of the extracted trend describes the spread of a trend with respect to end of life time, which is also an important feature to extract. In this work, a feature vector F = [a, b,x, s 2 ] is extracted from each trend at each time, where, a and b are the slope and the y-intercept of a linear curve fit of the input trend respectively,x and s 2 are the mean and the variance of the input trend, respectively. The feature vector is extracted from each trend starting from time 0 until current time t. Figure 4 shows an example of the feature extraction process from three different trends extracted at three constitutive cycles, namely, cycle 40, cycle 100 and cycle 167. The method extracts the feature vector, from each trend built from in previous step, labels the vector with the cycle number and end of life value and saves it in the offline database. This process is repeated recursively, until the method reaches 
Online phase
In this phase, new sensor data are collected online from the critical component(s) from only the sensors that are selected in the offline phase. The processes applied in the offline phase, such as extracting monotonic trends and feature vector F , are applied to the online signals. The generated vector F is then fed to a k-NN classifier to find the most similar offline signal (or case). The end of life value of the offline signal is then considered to be the RUL of the test signal. The online estimator recursively estimates the trends value until it stops at end of life time.
Classification using k-Nearest Neighbours
In order to build the predictive model, a k-NN classifier is applied in this work. The extracted feature vector F at time t is passed to the k-NN to find the most similar offline group in the database at the same time as shown in Figure  6a . The classification decision is based on largest posterior probability of the tested sample at time t, therefore, a probability value will be assigned to the prediction output:
where, F t is the online feature vector, EOL k is the class or end of life value for group k, p(F t |EOL k ) is the probability of observing F t given EOL k , also known as the likelihood, p(EOL k ) is class prior and p(F t ) is the marginal likelihood. The end of life with the highest posterior probability will be used as the end of life for the new signal as depicted in Figure 6b . 
Online estimation
To estimate the actual value of the online health indicator at the predicted end of life value, a recursive discrete Bayesian filter is applied to the online trends. This filter, decomposes the state space into many regions and represents the cumulative posterior for each region by probability values, see Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Discrete Bayesian filter.
The input to the algorithm is a discrete probability distribution {p k,t } along with the recent measurement z t . The first line of the Algorithm 1,
calculates the prediction for the new state based on previous state uncertainty and state transition model. The prediction is then updated in the second line, p k,t = ηp(z t |X t = x k )p k,t , so as to incorporate the measurement. Discrete Bayesian filters apply to problems with finite state space, where the random variable X t = x 1,t ∪ x 2,t ∪ ...x k,t . A straightforward decomposition of X t is a multidimensional grid, where each x k,t is a bin or region. The size of each bin is dx = xmax−xmin n , where x max is the maximum state value, x min is the minimum state value and n is the number of bins. Each bin can then be represented as a Gaussian function with a mean value at each state and a common variance:
where, p(X t = x k |X t−1 ) is the state transition model, dx is the bin size and N (X k,t , σ 2 ) is the normal distribution at state X k,t . Moreover, Eq. (4) is normalized to turn this quantity into a probability distribution. Similarly, the measurement probability model can be calculated in the same manner as the transition model. Figure 7 shows the final result of the proposed method. The estimation algorithm stops once it reaches the predicted end of life. The uncertainty about the prediction and current status are represented in probabilistic forms. The overall method is summarized in Algorithm 2. The machine degradation information, i.e. predicted RUL, the estimated health status and corresponding uncertainties, produced by this method can be used as an input for maintenance decision making routine. Decision-making routine considers both machine degradation information and system structure to assist the plant manager in making a dynamic maintenance plan based not only on the optimization of single component/subsystem plan, but also on the global scheduling of whole system for optimized maintenance prioritization Algorithm 2: The general algorithm of the proposed method [50] . Maintenance prioritization is crucial and important to reduce unnecessary maintenance activities, especially when availability of maintenance resources are limited [51] .
Applications and results
Two real life data sets are used in this work to verify the proposed method: turbofan engine and lithium-ion battery aging data sets.
Turbofan engine data
The turbofan engine data sets are generated using commercial modular aeropropulsion system simulation (C-MAPSS) [53] . They consist of four training files, four testing files and four RUL values files. The training files contain run to failure sensor records of a fleet of engines generated under different combinations of operational conditions and fault modes. Each engine is operating normally and it develops a fault at some point during the operation until finally it reaches the system failure and the engine stops. The test files are generated in the same way; however, the sensor readings are omitted prior to system failure. The RUL files contain vector of true RUL values for the test data. Each training and test file contains 26 columns that represent different variables. The first two columns represent the engine number and the time in cycles, respectively. The next three columns represent the operational settings. The last 21 columns, or variables, represent different time series sensor data such as total temperature at fan inlet, pressure at fan inlet, physical fan speed, etc. Each row represents a data snapshot taken during a single cycle. In this work, the data file "train FD001.txt" is used for offline training and "test FD001.txt" is used for online testing. Each file contains data for 100 engines and the objective is to predict the number of remaining operational cycles before failure in the test set. The true RUL values for the test data are presented in the data file "RUL FD001.txt".
Variable selection: One of the results of the selection algorithm is the pair of sensors number {8,13}, i.e. physical fan speed and corrected fan speed, respectively (Figure 8a) . The selected group is interesting as the two variables are correlated and both are related to the fan speed. Then, the method starts constructing the monotonic trends iteratively from each pair at each time. Prediction results: Figure 9 shows the predicted RUL for 4 engines at all cycles. It can be noticed that the accuracy of the predictions increases with the time. The prediction error at the last cycles is less than the errors at the beginning. To assess the performance of the proposed method, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is calculated for all 100 online predictions:
where RU L and RU L * are the actual and predicted RUL values respectively and n is the number of total predictions. The error is calculated only for the last cycles of all 100 test signals. The MAPE over the 100 test data equals to 12.19%. And for comparison, the MAPE over the first 15 test engines is 8.7691%, which outperforms the method presented in [34] in which the MAPE value is 15.5% for the 15 test engines.
Lithium-ion battery data
These data are collected on 34 lithium-ion batteries run through different operational profiles (e.g. charge, discharge and impedance) at different temperatures [52] . In this work only charge and discharge data are used. Each data set, corresponding to one experiment, consists of 11 variables such as charging voltage, charging current, temperature, discharging current, discharging voltage and capacity. The aging of the batteries was accelerated and the experiments continued until the batteries reached their end of life time. Each cycle is presented by the mean value to reduce the processing time. In order to validate the proposed method, a 3-fold cross-validation is applied, i.e. the available data sets are partitioned into three groups of equal size. Each group is then divided into training and testing data set as depicted in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. Only 31 battery data sets are used in this experiment as three batteries, namely B0018, B0041 and B0053, do not have any similar data sets with the same end of life.
Variable selection: One of the results of the selection algorithm is the pair of variables {6, 11}, i.e. the voltage measured at discharge and the capacity of the battery (Figure 10 ). The selected pair is interesting because the two variables are correlated. Indeed, the capacity is related to the battery health as the decrease in the capacity indicates health degradation.
Health indicator: Four features are extracted from each trend at each time and labeled with end of life time to be saved in the offline database. Figure 5 shows two of the four health indicators for the battery B0005. The indicators are monotonic and show how the relation between the end of life and the extracted trend changes through the time. Prediction results: To assess the performance of the proposed method, MAPE is calculated for all cycles of each battery ( Figure 11 ). The average MAPE per fold is calculated as follows:
where M AP E f is the average MAPE for a complete fold, M AP E i,f is the MAPE for test battery i in fold f . The final results are calculated and summarized in Table 3 . Figure 11a shows plot of the predicted RUL for all cycles for battery B0005. It can be seen that the prediction accuracy increases with time, i.e, the longer the test trend is the higher the predication accuracy. Figure 11b shows a plot of the RUL predicted for the battery B0025. Only 10 cycles were considered as late prediction. However, the error was decreasing at the later cycles.
Conclusion
In this paper a data driven method for RUL prediction based on a Bayesian approach is proposed. The method builds on unsupervised selection of interesting variables from the input offline signals. It constructs representative features that can be used as health indicators. The method represents the current sta-tus of the online signals as well as the uncertainty about the predictions in a probabilistic form. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using two data sets, namely, turbofan engines and lithium-ion battery data downloaded form the NASA prognostic center of excellence website. The prediction results show low MAPE error for both applications.
For future work, the proposed method should consider the data sets with no training samples in the database, such as the case with battery data sets. Also, it should be tested using data sets with variable operating conditions and after introducing maintenance interventions. Different classification/regression models should be tested in the proposed framework.
